AVEOFLASH LIGHTING
AVEO RED BARON MINI LED LIGHT
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The RedBaron Mini™ is a cousin to the RedBaronXP™, the world’s smallest and brightest
total coverage LED anticollision light. The new
RedBaron Mini™ resulted from requests by highperformance racing aircraft, super lightweight
UAVs in the defense industry, and aircraft/
helicopter manufacturers who wanted an upper
and lower anti-collision light due to mounting area
constraints. The answer came in this incredible new light, only 27 mm high
and only 110 grams in weight. Exceeding all TSO intensity requirements
and all DO-160F environmental requirements, the RedBaron Mini™ is
now the world’s smallest anti-collision light.
White............................................................P/N 11-10534..........$489.00
Red...............................................................P/N 11-15481..........$489.00
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Incorporates 36 of the brightest LEDs available in
the world today.
White........................P/N 11-08423..........$576.00
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REDBARONXP™

AVEO REDBARON ADAPTER
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If you are replacing a Whelen anticollision light,
this adapter by Aveo is designed to match up
perfectly with your existing mounting site.
Adapter works for following Whelen models:
• A450 • A470A • 7108001 • 7108006 • 7108051
• 7105500 • 7105501 • 9052001 • 9052051
Specifications: Universal holes (4x1.75” x
4x1.625”, 4x1.25”).
Color: Silver..............P/N 11-10631............$73.75
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AVEO REDBARON MAXIMINI
RECOGNITION LED LIGHT
Introducing the Aveo MaxiMini™ - the ultimate
recognition light. Spawned from the incredible
technology of the incredible and unmatched
RedBaron™ AntiCollision series, the new
MaxiMini™ is the world’s brightest and smallest
recognition light, at only 27 mm high and weighing only 85 grams. The
MaxiMini™ only comes in aviation white led color, since it is 43% brighter
than red leds, which means you will BE SEEN, NOT SORRY for sure!
And of course, the EXCLUSIVE AVEO LIFETIME WARRANTY means
your investment is protected. The MaxiMini™, when only the best and
the brightest will do. Features include: Exclusive Lifetime Warranty,
Unbreakable Diamidium™ encapsulation, 9-32 Volt Input Range, Vibration
Proof, Waterproof, Lowest Drag Profile recognition light, Anodized
aluminum finish, Extremely light weight.............. P/N 05-04934.....$599.00

Aveo’s incredible capacitive-sensing technology
from its highly popular EyeBeam Touch™
products has now been engineered into an even
smaller footprint, providing a one-color LED cabin/
cockpit/area lighting product for those with limited
installation space or only simple lighting needs.
With one light finger touch you can control the
power and the brightness scale and the light
easily swivels to put the beam where you want it.
No mechanical switches to fail, no bulbs to burn
out. The EyeBeam Mini™ comes with a variety of
easily-applied color faceplates, with standard colors of silver and black.
The EyeBeam Mini™ is made from anodized aircraft grade aluminum.
Cockpit and cabin lighting, especially on aircdraft, helicopters, boats,
recreational vehicles and trucks are plagued by problems from vibration...
the EyeBeam™ product line from AveoEngineering overcomes this with
a vibration-proof product that has the exclusive Aveo lifetime warranty.
Featuring: • 9-32 volt input range • No external power supply • Swiveling
light permits light beam control • Capacitive sensing touch controls • No
mechanical switches to fail • Exclusive Lifetime Warranty • Unmatched
circuit technology.
Silver............................................................P/N 11-09678..........$235.00
Black.............................................................P/N 11-09679..........$227.00

AVEO EYEBEAM DOME
EyeBeam Dome™ - Remote Touch Control Interior
LED Light The EyeBeam Dome was developed
to meet the requests of an interior dome light for
all aircraft, that would complement the amazing
Aveo EyeBeam products, and their unique touchcontrols. Long gone are the days of mechanical
switches which can corrode and spark, etc.
Available with a remote control finger-slide panel
for intensity and operation.
Black.........................P/N 11-10627..........$199.00
Silver.........................P/N 11-10629..........$199.00

AVEO POSITAIL NANO
If your aircraft has an extremely thin and
streamlined empennage, the PosiTail Nano™
is the ultimate solution! As the world’s smallest
position light assembly that meets all DO-160F
and FAR requirements, this light will make your
aircraft legal for night flying if your wing lights
are not parallel to your aircraft centerline due to
wingtip shapes. This light is also part of Aveo’s
exclusive GreenAir™ earth friendly aviation
lighting series. It is a white position only light.
P/N 11-11551...........$432.00

AVEO MAXX HERCULES LED LANDING /
TAXI / WIGWAG LIGHT

AVEO STROBETAIL
NANO STROBE

Designed for those of you that want your plane
to look like a jumbo jet in the pattern, we went to
our skunk works and using our AveoMaxiChip™
technology, we built you the ultimate landing
light. The Hercules™ is nonpareil in the industry
as verified by test pilots at major aircraft
manufacturers in night runway tests against all our competitors’ lights.
Again, featuring the landing, taxi, and wigwag functions, the Hercules™
is also available with TCAS activation for recognition mode.
Voltage input 9 to 32 VDC, please remove legacy strobe boxes first!
30(Brightest) With Bracket...........................P/N 05-06492..........$975.00
30(Brightest) Without Bracket......................P/N 11-10639..........$975.00
20 With Bracket............................................P/N 05-06493..........$825.00
20 Without Bracket.......................................P/N 11-10643..........$825.00

If your aircraft has an extremely thin and streamlined
empennage, the StrobeTail Nano™ is the ultimate
solution! As the world’s smallest position and strobe
light assemblies that meet all DO-160F and FAR
requirements, this light will make your aircraft legal
for night flying if your wing lights are not parallel
to your aircraft centerline due to wingtip shapes.
GreenAir™ earth friendly aviation lighting.
P/N 11-11552..........$432.00

AVEO MAXX ATLAS LED
LANDING / TAXI / WIGWAG LIGHT

For Experimental Use Only.
Taxi Light..................P/N 11-15173..........$289.95
Landing Light............P/N 11-15175..........$289.95
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AVEO EYEBEAM MINI

Aveo’s most compact 3-mode light featuring
landing, taxi, and wigwag recognition functions,
the Atlas™ is 2x to 5x brighter than the rest
of its industry competitors. With a variety of
mounting options that are part of the rear heat
sink variations themselves, the Atlas™ also has
optional built-in TCAS signal activation to act as
an automatic recognition light.
Voltage input 9 to 32 VDC, please remove legacy strobe boxes first!
15(brightest) With Bracket............................P/N 05-06495..........$725.00
15(Brightest) Without Bracket......................P/N 11-10647..........$725.00
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AVEO EXCELERON DAYLITE™
LANDING TAXI LED LIGHTS

AVEO BORG MINI™ CARGO
STEP LIGHT
Aveo Borg Mini™ Cargo Step Light. Cargo /
Wheel Well / Step LED light For Experimental
Use Only..................P/N 11-15179..........$287.95
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